
Tech Mahindra Launches Hewlett Packard Center of Excellence
 

To focus on IT Application and Infrastructure Performance Management 
 

Bangalore, India – December 10, 2013– Tech Mahindra Ltd. a specialist provider of connected solutions to the connected

world and enabling future digital enterprises, today announced the launch of its Global Center of Excellence (CoE) with Hewlett

Packard (HP) in Bangalore. This Center will focus on IT Application and IT Infrastructure Performance Management solutions

that transform customers’ IT Operations landscape through automation and unification of key services.
 

At the CoE we are in the process of creating innovative service offerings in areas such as tools consulting and implementations

to an integrated managed services delivery platform. With an emphasis on automation and unification of key services, the

solutions will also facilitate complete and dynamic alignment of IT infrastructure with organization’s strategic goals while

deriving significant return on investment due to newer levels of productivity and efficiency.
 

Sudhir Nair, Global Head – Infrastructure Managed Services, Tech Mahindra said, “As organizations today grapple with

complexity, it’s imperative to provide a comprehensive suite of services that will help our customers’ to stay ahead of the curve.

We are glad to collaborate with HP to offer best in class services in areas ranging from tools consulting and implementations to

an integrated managed services delivery platform. This Center of Excellence enables us accelerate joint development of

innovative solutions that deliver differentiated value to our customers and help them stay competitive.”
 

Harry Gould, Vice President, WW Alliances and Channel, Software, Hewlett Packard said, “Our partnership with Tech

Mahindra has helped nurture several transformational offerings in the IT Infrastructure management with HP’s IT Operations

Management Solutions. Through this CoE we are now strongly positioned to build and offer innovative and productized

solutions that will address existing gaps and emerging needs.”
 

Tech Mahindra’s Infrastructure Management Services (IMS) offers reliable, responsive, flexible and cost-effective suite of IT

infrastructure services and solutions that deliver differentiated business value to customers.
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